
Linux for PHP
A DOCKER CONTAINER MADE WITH PHP IN MIND

By Andrew Caya, ZCE, ZCA



Who am I?
 I am Andrew Caya
 CEO, CTO and Founder of Foreach Code Factory (https://etista.com)
 Instructor at Concordia University
 Started out with GW-BASIC and QBASIC in 1991
 C, C++ (Qt), Perl programmer
 Linux system administrator
 PHP developer since 2009

 Zend Certified Engineer since 2015
 Zend Certified Architect since 2016

 « Mercenary » developer since 2010 (thanks to Tim Lytle for the term)
 Author and Technical Reviewer for Packt Publishing since 2016
 Upcoming projects :

 Author of « Mastering the Faster Web: PHP, MySQL and JavaScript » (due to be
published within the next two weeks)

 Creator of Linux for PHP (https://linuxforphp.net)

https://etista.com/
https://linuxforphp.net/


What is Linux for PHP?
 Lightweight LAMPP Server

 Linux for PHP is a lightweight version of Linux with all the software 
needed to easily compile and/or use any version of PHP.

 Cutting-Edge Technology
 Linux for PHP is built with recent versions of all the underlying software 

needed to run PHP, making it a cutting-edge software infrastructure 
for your PHP code.

 Easily Customizable
 Linux for PHP can easily be configured to suit your every needs. From 

running a CMS to debugging and profiling a script, Linux for PHP offers it 
all.



But, what about Alpine?
 Compiler is built with the musl libc (https://www.musl-libc.org)

 Fully compatible with glibc? NO.
 https://www.musl-libc.org/faq.html

 https://github.com/gliderlabs/docker-alpine/blob/master/docs/caveats.md

 Alpine uses Busybox tools
 Comprehensive set of programs to run a Linux system, but each tool

remains impaired in functionality
 https://wiki.alpinelinux.org/wiki/How_to_get_regular_stuff_working

 Compiler switches and non-standard libraries can cause issues
 Some switches (or missing ones) can create strange SEGFAULTs on some

processors

 The use of some non-standard libraries in the toolchain can prove to be
problematic (https://bugs.alpinelinux.org/issues/4986)

https://www.musl-libc.org/
https://www.musl-libc.org/faq.html
https://github.com/gliderlabs/docker-alpine/blob/master/docs/caveats.md
https://wiki.alpinelinux.org/wiki/How_to_get_regular_stuff_working
https://bugs.alpinelinux.org/issues/4986


The origins of Linux for PHP…

HTTPS://DEVZONE.ZEND.COM/7262/TESTING-PROJECT-PHP-7-1/

https://devzone.zend.com/7262/testing-project-php-7-1/






Linux for PHP features
 Standard toolchain compiled from scratch 

 ~100 packages built with ~5500 lines of Bash code

 Compilation decisions are taken according to what suits PHP best
 Compiler switches for all software and libraries are chosen with

hardware compatibilty in mind
 Most downloadable images weigh ~500Mb
 Very short release cycles (~6 months)
 Up to date libraries (https://hub.docker.com/r/asclinux/linuxforphp/)
 Cross-platform compatibility thanks to Docker (Windows, Mac, 

Linux/Unix)

https://hub.docker.com/r/asclinux/linuxforphp/


Linux for PHP use cases

 Easily compile a recent version of PHP
 Easily test any PHP script against any PHP version
 Easily profile any script with Blackfire.io
 Easily test any CMS/framework
 COMING SOON: Composer integration (sneak peek!)



You are only one 
command away

from PHP 
anywhere, 
anytime!



Thank you!

https://joind.in/talk/23ec3

@linuxforphp
https://linuxforphp.net

Andrew Caya, ZCE, ZCA
@AndrewSCaya

https://ca.linkedin.com/in/andrewscaya

https://joind.in/talk/23ec3
https://linuxforphp.net/
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